
 

Indigenous peoples who have populated the vast Pacific region for 
thousands of years, have adapted to a changing environment across 
generations. Extreme variations in the earth’s climate have radically 
changed the ecosystems, economics, cultural practices, language, and 
lifeways of the Indigenous groups in the Western North Pacific, 
including the Chamorro and Carolinian peoples who live in the 
Commonwealth of Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI). More recently, 
including the August 2, 2015 Typhoon Soudelor, the Indigenous peoples 
of the CNMI have endured weather patterns that destroyed homes, 
devastated food crops, altered fishing practices, and ultimately 
continued to impact the organization of community structures and 
relationships along with the transmission of knowledge and skills.

(Chamorro) I taotao tanu gi interu islan pasifiku ni masagåyi i isla siha, mit 
åñus siha na tempu, matungu’ kumubri siha yanggin guaha tinilaika gi 
kinalamtin månglu’, tåsi yan airi, gi todu hinerasion-ñiha siha. I manaddit siha 
na tinilaika gi kliman i tanu’ ha na’matulalaika lokkui’ i kinalamtin i lina’la i 
tinanum yan i ga’ga, i ikunumiha, i kustumbri, i lingguåhi, i lina’la yan kinalamtin tåotåo, yan hinassu put sinisedi siha yan put 
taimanu para u lamåolik i manmamaila na hinerasion siha gi islas Pasifiku, inklusu i Chamorro yan Carolinian ni manggaigi gi 

Notti Marianas. Gi benti-mit-kinsi, Agustu diha dos, un sen dångkulu na ira, i pakyu 
ni mafana’an Soudelor, ha distrosa i gima’ siha, tronku, tinanum yan meggai guinahan 
tåotåo siha giya Saipan. Put i tinilaika ginin i Soudelor giya Marianas, nina’fanhassu 
i taotåo tånu put håfa mafåfåna gi lina’la-ñiha, put asuntun familia, kumiunidåt, 
tiningu’ yan hinenggin kuttura yan lingguåhi, i na’manman na tinilaikan i tempu, i 
nengkanu’ ginin i tanu’ yan i tåsi, i hinenggi ginin i manmofo’na siha na manåmku’-
ñiha, yan put i mannuebu na tiningu’-ñiha put håfa manmasodda’ gi meggai na 
istudiu put i tanu’, i tasi, i tinilaikan i tempu yan put i naturåt na ira gi todu i tanu’, 
fuera ha’ lokkui’ di i isla siha.

(Carolinian) Me lóómw kkewe, nge aramasal tél falúw me lóll Pasifiko nge re reepiya re bwe fiteer yaar lollo me malaw reel igha 
eghal gholaar malamal me bwuulongol sáát, mówulul akkabwut, me bwal lélléschúl bwutkónol falúwer. Aramasal peighiwow me 
afáng me lóll Pasifiko iye re ghal aita bwe Marianas, nge falúweer Refalúwasch me Remaralis igha re lollo wóól ighila. E ghi ssogh 
tappal aweewel mwóghutughut sángi wóól falúw kkaal ngáre e gholaar malamal bwe e ghal fereeyil ló yaar lollo ngare imweer, 
waar serágh, yaar fóót kka re bwe ilitiir, yaar kko me awówó, yaar mwálilil kepas, me yaar mwómwóghutul malawer. Malamal 
we lóll  August 3, 2015 iwe e ghi ferey wóól Seipél ital Typhoon Soudelor, nge aramasal Marianas ra repiya schagh bwe mamaawal 
me ngúúl yááng nge e bwe liweli ló yaar mwóghutughut wóól falúw.
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Typhoon Soudelor: Lived and Learned Experiences with Climate Change in 
Saipan, Commonwealth of Northern Mariana Islands 

Understanding the Earth’s changing weather and climate is fundamental to science education in the 21st century. 
Like other small island nations in the western tropical Pacific, the Commonwealth of Northern Mariana Islands 
(CNMI) is one of the first to experience extreme weather changes and their effects. New patterns of rainfall, sea-
level rise, increasing air and ocean temperatures, and their consequences, such as, coastal erosion and contamination 
of freshwater resources by salt water, cause great harm to the ecosystems that are vital to the lives and cultures of 
the inhabitants. 

Over  hundreds  of  years  of  contextual 
experience,  Indigenous  peoples  of  this 
region  accumulated  deep  knowledge 
about their local environment, including 
patterns  of  weather  and  climate  that 
impacted  their  daily  lives.  One  of  the 
reasons  that  Indigenous  islanders 
continue  to  thrive  in  remote  locations 
l ike  the  CNMI  i s  because  the i r 
ancestors’—the  original  Chamorro 
inhabitants,  and  later  the  Carolinians 
who  immigrated  to  this  region  during 

the 19th century—passed on much of this rich knowledge of the natural world to descendants, who continued to 
adapt to a changing environment and manage the changes effectively over time. 

Today’s  descendants wish to continue to pass on place-based ecological  knowledge to the younger generations. 
Melding this local knowledge with formal climate science education can address the urgency of current climate 
change impacts,  honor  Indigenous  cultures,  and help  prepare  future  leaders  to  create  resilient  and sustainable 
environmental practices.  

Many among the elders would like to teach practical skills, 
such as the fine-grained techniques of observation used to 
predict the weather, the winds, and the ocean currents—
some of the information needed to visually chart a fishing 
trip for the daily catch. Also, with communities returning 
to  traditions  such  as  breadfruit  production,  elders  could 
pass  on  time-honored  strategies  for  restoring  degraded 
ecosystems,  maintaining  food  security,  and  improving 
community health.  

Much of this rich environmental information is embedded 
in  traditional  stories,  rituals,  songs,  and  other  protocols 
that accompany particular activities. For instance, the lyrics 
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We’ve lost our spiritual connection with 
nature. The western world brought us 
electricity. That is good, but we need to keep 
healthy minds and souls. We accept what 
science can give us, but we need to balance 
that with the spiritual world. We can have 
the best of both worlds. 
—Manuel F. Borja, Chamorro

Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands



of a song may list out the steps needed to create a fishnet. A legend describing certain cultural taboos may actually 
be  pointing  out  community  learnings  after  experiencing  a  major  storm.  Through participation  in  this  kind  of 
socialization, youth come to learn their histories and subsistence lifeways, with the added benefit of practicing their 
heritage languages in a meaningful context.  Such intergenerational sharing of local knowledge can make school 
learning about the science of global climate change more meaningful.

Researchers who have written about climate vulnerability in the CNMI say that, “Deciphering how climate change 
and variability will interact with a specific locality requires a more intimate understanding of that place that is best 
established by experts within the community itself. ” For example, what do community members have to say about 1

significant storms, such as recent Typhoon Soudelor? How heavy was the precipitation in Saipan? What kind of 
flooding occurred on different parts of the island? What happened when waters inundated the coasts? And even 
more  specifically,  how  did  populations  of  organisms  survive?  Future  leaders  must  learn  how  the  changing 
environment around them is impacting and will continue to impact their communities. There is great value in the 
lived  and  learned  expertise  of  community  members  whose  first-hand  experiences  can  contribute  to  students’ 
“understanding of the responses of specific systems, resources, or villages to climate stresses and phenomena. ”2

Typhoon Soudelor: A High-impact Event
In early August 2015, Typhoon Soudelor struck the island of 
Saipan in the CNMI. With winds reaching 130 mph and a 
one-minute sustained wind of 180 mph, this super typhoon
—described as one of the worst storms in memory—caused 
widespread  damage.  This  event  provides  the  perfect 
context to promote understanding of community resilience 
in  the  aftermath  of  major  weather  events.  A range  of 
important questions must be answered. For instance: How 
have CNMI communities been adapting to changing 
we a t h e r  co n d i t i o n s ?  Ho w  w i l l  t h e y  re s to re 
ecosystems destroyed by a super typhoon? How do 
these  circumstances  impact  community  health?  As 
future  community  leaders  living  in  a  region  highly 
vulnerable  to  climate  change,  today’s  students  must  have 
deep understanding of what it takes to prepare for, respond 
to, cope with, recover from, and live with climate changes.

The  activities  and  materials  suggested  below are  intended  to  help  engage  students  with  community  member 
knowledge around three topic areas related to high-impact events like Typhoon Soudelor: (1) weather and climate, 
(2)  natural disasters and natural hazards, and (3)  connections between this subject matter, culture and ecological 
knowledge of  the local  environment.  The activities  integrate  information presented by community  elders  with 

 Greene, R., and Skeele, R. (2014:09). Climate Change Vulnerability Assessment for the Island of Saipan. Prepared for CNMI Office 1

of the Governor – Division of Coastal Resources Management. Saipan: Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands.

 Ibid, 2014:11.2
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NEXRAD imagery of Typhoon Soudelor approaching 
Saipan on August 3 2015, Category 4 with gusts in excess 
of 160 mph (Wikimedia)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Soudelor_2015-08-02_1229Z_NEXRAD.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Soudelor_2015-08-02_1229Z_NEXRAD.jpg


frameworks and processes formally adopted by the CNMI Public School 
System  and  already  used  by  science  teachers,  along  with  resources 
available through the NASA program Global Learning and Observation 
to Benefit the Environment (GLOBE). 

Activities
The lesson samples that follow each topic (weather and climate, natural 
disasters and natural hazards, and local ecological knowledge and culture) 
are intended to meld formal climate science content with some of the 
reported experiences and knowledge of local teachers, elders, and other 
community members who experienced Typhoon Soudelor. These grade 
6–9 sample learning activities are meant to create opportunities for local 
action  in  response  to  climate  change  and  to  provide  instructional 
strategies that can involve youth in the critical environmental issues they 
must address for physical survival and cultural resilience in their island 
areas.  The  Cloud  Watch  activity  is  aimed  at  all  grades.  The 
Visualization and Mapping activities may be a bit more sophisticated, 
but  accessible  for  upper  elementary  students.  Local  Place  Names, 
which  centers  on  locations  of  cultural  and  practical  significance  to 
community, is suitable for all ages. 

Concluding Thoughts
Working  toward  environmental  solutions  in  Indigenous  communities 
necessarily  means  incorporating  the  vast  storehouse  of  Indigenous 
knowledges  that  provide  compelling  insights  into  the  kinds  of 
adjustments  needed  when  rapid  climate  and  environmental  changes 
occur. Indigenous communities are strategic partners in contributing to 
these understandings. When educational processes build from and honor 
the  resourcefulness  of  Indigenous  communities  through  their  values, 
cultural and place-based knowledges and traditional pedagogies of place, 
legends and histories, important understandings about the environment 
emerge.  Taking  a  collective  approach  among  cultural  leaders,  elders, 
youth,  academics,  and  government  and  non-government  agencies,  in 
which all are equally part of a process that allows for all to speak on their 
own terms, the importance of engaged collaboration is reinforced and 
encouraged.  The  multiple  and  mixed,  local  and  global  contexts  of 
Indigenous  communities  today  make  these  conversations  even  more 
complex.  Yet,  when  we  work  collectively,  compelling  and  competing 
interactions between Indigenous knowledge systems and Western science 
can  be  generative,  offering  solutions  not  considered  previously  for  a 
resilient, transforming and self-sustainable future.
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Next Generation  
Science Standards 

NGSS science and engineering 
practices, disciplinary core ideas, and 
crosscutting concepts are intertwined 
rather than applied in isolation. NGSS-
aligned teaching centers around 
understanding phenomena and how 
instruction should be anchored in 
problem solving with a community of 
practice where the teacher is facilitating 
learning. Activities provide guideposts to 
assist teachers in creating lessons that 
integrate GLOBE/NASA materials, NGSS 
practices, and local knowledge into their 
instruction.

In effort to promote teaching to achieve 
understanding and learning transfer, 
Understanding by Design (UbD) 
employs a backward planning method 
that asks teachers to design curriculum 
units, performance assessments and 
classroom instruction by first 
identifying classroom learning goals and 
then planning toward those goals.

GLOBE 

GLOBE is a student-centered citizen 
science initiative funded by NASA in 
1995. GLOBE protocols and learning 
activities help learners understand 
science from scientists and expose 
learners to the career path of a scientist 
through direct interaction. Students 
access their own data and those of 
students in other countries, developing 
data visualization and analytical skills as 
well as global awareness.

GLOBE facilitates analytical skill 
development through data visualization 
and interpretation, collaborating with 
sister schools, and continuing career 
exploration in STEM fields. 
Importantly, GLOBE affords learning 
ways to link public policy in ways that 
apply knowledge and skill in a service 
learning project or social enterprise. 



WEATHER AND CLIMATE 
Activity #1 

It is important to understand differences between weather and climate. NASA  characterizes climate as the long-3

term pattern of weather in a particular place. Scientists look at decadal averages of precipitation, temperature, 
humidity, sunshine, wind velocity, phenomena such as fog, frost, and hail storms, and other measures of the weather 
that occur over an extended period of time in one area. Let’s say the data that they collect show this area to be drier 
than expected, and this pattern repeats over several decades. The pattern then suggests that the area is experiencing 
a change in climate.                                                                                                            

Weather  is  defined  as  short-term  changes  in  the 
atmosphere.  Weather  can  change  day-to-day,  minute-to-
minute,  season-to-season,  or  even  year-to-year.  NASA says 
that climate is  “what you expect—like a  very hot summer, 
and  weather  is  what  you  get—like  a  hot  day  with  pop-up 
thunderstorms.”  Weather  includes  sunshine,  rain,  cloud 
cover,  winds,  hail,  snow,  sleet,  freezing  rain,  flooding, 
blizzards, ice storms, thunderstorms, steady rains from a cold 
front or warm front, excessive heat, heat waves and more.

(Chamorro) Måolik ta tungu’ i difirensiån-ña i håfa kumeke’ilek-
ña i tininailan i manglu’, uchan, yan minaipin i ha’ani ginin i semnak, 
gi diåru na manera, yan  håfa kumeke’ilek-ña yanggin ta sångan put i kliman i tanu’. 
I kliman i tanu’ era atyu i anåkku’ na klåsin tinilaikan i tempu (månglu, uchan, 
minaipi ginin i semnak, yan ottru siha), tåt kumu atyu i tinilaikan i tempu gi mås ki 
dies, benti, pat trenta añus na tiempu. Put ihemplu, kumu anglu’ i tanu’ sa’ tumåya’ 
uchan gi anakku' na tempu, (dies, benti, pat trenta ånus mås), esti kumeke’ilek-ña na 
guaha tinilaikan i kliman i tanu’.

I tempu gi diha pat simåna taiguihi i kadada’ na tempu, siña ha’ ta fana’an kleman 
ha’åni.  Put i  hemplu,  gi  diha pat simåna guaha na biahi uchan pat somnak pat 
guaha manglu’.  Ti  parehu esti  yan hafa tafananna’an tempun uchan pat  tempun 
maipi o sino fanuchånan pat fañomnågan.

(Carolinian)  Eghi-too bwe si  bwe allúghúw me repiyalil  meeta faal  aweewel 
weather me climate.  Mille climate nge uluulul aweewel atol-ráál me welefalúw. 
Eghal  bwungi  atol-ráál  kkaal.  Aweewel  atol-kkar  nge  reel  tilil  alet  bwe  esóór 
uschow. Eghal ghola meram me ráágh ráálil atól kkaal me bwal atol-patapat iye 
uschow ebwe ppwung nge iyeel mille ebwal ghal liiwel atol-ráál.

Weather nge e sów liwel me wóól lááng ghal atol-ráálil uschow me atol-ráálil kkar 
nge ese bwal bwungi bwe emwoschomwosch. Llól atol-ráál nge esów liwel alongal 
ráál. Eyoor atol-ráál kkewe ebwe pwung patch, werewer, uschow me ngawal sáát malamal me léélétá wóól falúw reel uschow. Ese 
awey climate bwe atol-ráál kkaal nge eghal bwungi me llól ráágh-me-ráágh.  

 https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/noaa-n/climate/climate_weather.html; http://www.nasa.gov/vision/earth/features/index.html3
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The climate changed about 10 years ago. It 
was much cooler before. We didn’t have 
aircon or fans. We just opened the doors and 
windows to cool off.  We even used blankets, 
but not anymore.
 —Alejandra S. Cruz, Chamorro

https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/noaa-n/climate/climate_weather.html
http://www.nasa.gov/vision/earth/features/index.html


Sample Lesson 1: Cloud Watch 

One CNMI Knowledge Keeper explains that island people have their own ways of predicting the weather—by the 
color of the sky, phases of the moon and its color and shape, the setting and rising of the fighting stars, the sound of 
the thunder in relation to the time of the day and night, the appearance of the water in the ocean, and traditional 
foretelling of the future by tying knots using coconuts fronds, to name a few. One of the more prevalent ways of 
predicting weather is by observing cloud patterns.

Purpose 
The purpose of this lesson is to explore the connections between cloud type, cloud cover, and weather and to 
stimulate student interest in making cloud type observations.

Overview 
Students observe cloud type and coverage and weather conditions over a five-day period and are asked to draw 
connections between these observations. Students make and test predictions using these observations. Students 
learn that clouds affect weather and climate and can help us to understand and predict the weather.

Student Outcomes 
Students learn to draw inferences from observations and use them to make and test predictions.

Time 
Ten minutes, one to three times per day for five days; plus, one-half to one class period for discussion.

Materials  

• GLOBE Cloud Chart & Observation Basics:  
https://www.globe.gov/documents/348614/24331082/GLOBE+Cloud+Chart

NGSS Alignment

Science & 
Engineering 
Practices

• Planning and carrying out scientific investigations 
• Constructing explanations  
• Asking questions 

Disciplinary 
Core Ideas

• Weather and climate are influenced by interactions involving sunlight, the ocean, the atmosphere, 
ice, landforms, and living things. These interactions vary with latitude, altitude, and local and 
regional geography, all of which can affect oceanic and atmospheric flow patterns. (ESS2.D) 

• Winds and clouds in the atmosphere interact with the landforms to determine patterns of weather. 
(ESS2.A)

Crosscutting 
Concepts

Patterns: Similarities and differences in patterns can be used to sort and classify natural phenomena 
such as cloud formation. Patterns can be used to identify cause and effect relationships.
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https://www.globe.gov/documents/348614/24331082/GLOBE+Cloud+Chart


What To Do and How To Do It 
Over a five-day period, students should carefully look at the clouds and write down what they see in their 
notebooks. If they do not yet know the names of the clouds, they can try to match them with the clouds on the 
cloud chart or they can write down what the clouds look like. It is best if they can check the sky three times per day: 
once in the morning (on the way to school); once at midday (around lunchtime); and once in the late afternoon or 
early evening (perhaps on the way home from school). The exact times of each observation are not critical, although 
it will help if the observations are made at roughly the same time each day. (For example, the morning observations 
should all be made around 8 a.m., rather than at 7 a.m. one day, and 10 a.m. the next day. The same is true for the 
noontime and afternoon or evening observations). If students can make only one observation, it is best to choose 
the one within one hour of local solar noon.

At the end of each day, students should also record the weather for that day. Was it a rainy morning and clear 
afternoon? Did it snow all day? Was it calm and humid? The students do not need to quantify their weather reports 
(i.e., they don’t have to write down “21 millimeters of rain” or “79% relative humidity”) but should describe the 
weather as completely and clearly as possible.

As the students record their cloud and weather observations, they should look for any patterns. For example, are 
altocumulus clouds in the morning typically followed by afternoon thunderstorms? Are small puffy clouds in the 
morning or at mid-day ever associated with precipitation later in the day? Are isolated morning contrails followed by 
extensive cirrus or altocumulus clouds later in the day?

After a week of recording clouds and weather, ask students to use their observations to predict the weather. 
Can they predict in the morning what the afternoon weather will be? Can they predict the weather for the following 
day? Ask students to explain why they made the predictions they did. Have each student keep track of how well 
they do in forecasting the weather. They may develop a new respect for the difficulty of forecasting!

Note: Other approaches are to have students extend their observations beyond five days until they have observed a variety of cloud 
types and weather conditions. Sometimes weather patterns lock in place for a month or more, so you may have more success by 
having students resume taking measurements at a later date.  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Ladder beach is low. It’s November. This is 
supposed to be high tide and the rainy season. 
These changes need to be looked at.  
—Pedro, P. Castro, Chamorro 

on-walkabout.net

http://on-walkabout.net/2016/03/24/places-in-saipan-ladder-beach/
http://on-walkabout.net/2016/03/24/places-in-saipan-ladder-beach/


NATURAL DISASTERS 
& NATURAL HAZARDS 

Activity #2 

Natural hazards result from naturally occurring events such as earthquakes, 
tsunamis, volcanic eruptions, wildfires, landslides, floods, droughts, typhoons, 
etc. These phenomena have the capacity to cause widespread destruction and 
loss of life. However, should the hazard strike an unpopulated area, though 
destructive, it is not considered a disaster.  Natural hazards become natural 
disasters when they have a negative impact on human life. For example, the 
recent Typhoon Soudelor caused considerable loss of property and disruption 
to daily life in Saipan. This and another relatively recent natural hazard-- the 
earthquake and tsunami in Japan— threatened life, health, environment, and 
property and were incredibly disruptive natural disasters.

(Chamorro) Esti siha i linåo, humålum i tasi, påkpak i butkan, påkyu, yan ottru siha 
na sinisedi, manmasusesedi gi naturåt na manera, ya siña ha’ tåya’ dåñu gi lina’la tåotåo, 
ya makunsidera esti siha na sinisedi yanggin tåya’ dåñu gi lina’la tåotåo kumu “natural 
hazards,” gi finu’ English. Låo yanggin esti siha na sinisedi ha na’ guaha dåñu gi lina’la’ 
tåotåo, esti na sinisedi siempri makunsidera kumu “natural disaster,” gi finu’ English. Put 
i hemplu, gi pakyun Soudelor, fuera ki i dañu gi tanu’, bula dåñu lokkui’ gi lina’la’ i 
taotåo siha, ya atyu na makunsidera Saipan na gumuaha “natural disaster” anai måkpu 
i pakyu.

(Carolinian) Mille atol ngówal ráál iye eghal gholághisch nge: selep, toolongol sáát 
wóól falúw, lléschúl botkóón, bwubwul schaal me wel-falúw, kkaaral alet me e fiighas-tá 
leil-wal, me bwal essogh ráál ngów. Ikkaal milika ekke liiló malaw. Bwe ngare ngówal ráál e ghal ghola ééw falúw me bwúley iye 
esóór aramasal, nge rese bwal ira bwe atol ngówal ráál. Ngare atol ngówal ráál e ghal ghola wóól falúw iye eyoor aramasal me ferei 
meeta yaar melaw aramasal falúw we, nge re ghal ira bwe natural disaster. Aweewel nge ighiwe malamal we Typhoon Soudelor 
eghola Seipel bwe eghi ssogh fereiyal me e bwal liweli ló yaar aramas lollo re ghal ira bwe atol ngówal ráál natural disaster.

Students need to understand the circumstances under which hazards exist and why these hazards become disasters. 
They also need to understand that hazards can be manmade and can lead to disasters as well. For example, fracking 
causes earthquakes; groundwater over pumping causes subsidence and land slips, deforestation leads to drought, etc. 
In Saipan, where tourism is essential to a strong economy, landfills that accommodate a growing population have led 
to  groundwater  contamination,  which,  in  turn,  raises  concerns  about  disease,  interruptions  in  environmental 
conservation efforts and further species endangerment. Scientific data show how changes in climate increase the 
likelihood of weather-related natural disasters.  Future leaders must be able to manage a full-range of risks and make 4

practical decisions about climate variability and its effects.

 Houghton, J., Ding, Y., Griggs, D., Noguer, M., van der Linden, P., Dai, X., Maskell, K., & Johnson, C. (2001). Climate change 2001: 4

The scientific basis. New York: Cambridge University Press.
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Sample Lesson 2: Visualizing Major Weather Events 

This lesson is designed to support learning about how to create and interpret weather visualizations. In this lesson, 
students model the path and results of typhoons and hurricanes that have occurred in the Pacific Ocean. Through 
this activity students follow a storm over time to track its energy dissipation. Using visualization tools, students, for 
example, can see the energy of a storm dissipating as it travels through the Pacific Rim, causing flooding and greater 
precipitation along its path as it dissipates.

Data can be presented in many different ways. Sometimes data are presented in the form of numbers, but these can 
be difficult  to understand,  especially  with large or complex scientific datasets.  Visualizations are a way to turn 
number  data  into  a  picture  to  make  it  easier  to  see  patterns  in  the  data.  This  activity  is  an  introduction  to 
visualization: a chance to design and draw one of your own. 

Purpose 
The purpose of this lesson is to learn about data visualizations by designing and drawing one.

Overview 
Students draw a visualization based on actual GLOBE data. Students are asked to justify the design choices they 
make and to interpret the visualizations of their peers.

Student Outcomes 
Students  learn  to  identify  and  communicate  important  patterns  in  a  dataset  by  drawing  a  visualization  and 
interpreting those patterns. Students select and specify colors, units, and ranges of values to communicate data 
effectively in a visualization.

NGSS Alignment

Science & 
Engineering 
Practices

• Asking questions 
• Analyzing and interpreting data  
• Use appropriate mathematics to analyze data 
• Developing and using models 
• Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information

Disciplinary 
Core Ideas

• The ocean exerts a major influence on weather and climate by absorbing energy from the sun, 
releasing it over time, and globally redistributing it through ocean currents. (ESS2.D) 

• Mapping the history of natural hazards in a region, combined with an understanding of related 
geologic forces can help forecast the locations and likelihoods of future events. (ESS3-D)

Crosscutting 
Concepts

Stability and Change: Stability might be disturbed either by sudden events or gradual changes that 
accumulate over time. 
Systems and System Model: Models can be used to represent systems and their interactions.
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Time 
One 45-minute class period

Materials  

• Globes and atlases for students to consult when drawing their visualizations

• Laptops with internet access to identify GLOBE data sets (as needed)

• Blank paper maps of a region(s) for students to investigate (e.g., CNMI, Indonesia, Central America, etc.)

• Coloring media for each student: crayons, colored pencils, water paints, or pastels

Blank maps can be designed on the GLOBE Website and printed out for students. (From the GLOBE home page, 
select Visualizations and then GLOBE Maps. Under Other Options on the Maps page, you can choose Create a 
blank map.)

The GLOBE Earth System Poster offers good examples of color visualizations from Earth science data and the 
patterns that visualizations can show in large datasets. These are located at https://www.globe.gov/teaching-and-
learning/materials/earth- system-science-posters.

The Internet has a large collection of scientific visualizations created by research organizations. Searching for the 
word “visualization” along with the name of an environmental science research organization can bring up a useful set 
of examples.

Preparation 
Hand out crayons (or other color media) to each student and distribute the available globes or atlases. Each student 
will also need a blank map of the Pacific Ocean on which to draw his or her visualization. 

What To Do and How To Do It 
Go through the following four steps.
1. Introduction to visualizations
2. Students design and draw a visualization
3. Group discussion and interpretation
4. Class discussion

Step 1. Introduction to Visualizations

Begin with a discussion of why visualizations are important, both in science and in everyday life.

• Show samples of visualizations that the students may have seen recently in the local paper (e.g., a weather map), 
or ask students to find an example as homework.

• Use an atlas, which will often have many color visualizations of Earth and Earth science.
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• Discuss why it is easier to understand the visualizations than a table of numbers. What does this visualization 
allow you to see at a glance that numbers would not? What types of interpretation does it support?

• Relate the discussion to an activity you plan for your class to do using GLOBE data: why would visualizations be 
helpful in that activity?

Tell students that they will be designing their own visualization in this activity. There are two ways to do this:

• You can ask students to draw a visualization on a topic related to typhoons and hurricanes, one they are familiar 
with, mapping data they already know something about 

OR

• You can ask students to use existing data from the GLOBE program, such as air, temperature, rainfall, or cloud 
cover.

Help students begin to explore the concepts behind GLOBE measurements and understand an important step in 
data analysis – visualizing spatial data to detect patterns. If students do their visualization on a topic related to data 
they are or will be collecting, you may wish to view the visualizations on the GLOBE Website as a class or have 
individual students do so. 

As you introduce the activity, explain to students that their job is to communicate a set of data in a way that makes 
it easy for others to understand. There is no “right” or “wrong” way to design a visualization. The students’ design 
choices can make it easy or difficult for someone else to understand what they are trying to communicate

Step 2. Students Design and Draw a Visualization

Give each student one of the blank maps you have prepared. Each student will select a topic and draw his or her 
own visualization. The worksheet for this activity (see below) will step students through the decisions they need to 
make to design their own visualization. 

Students may need help in defining the purpose of their visualization, and in making design choices that allow them 
to communicate the data clearly (e.g., dividing numeric data into ranges and selecting colors)

Encourage students to sketch their plans in pencil before they color them in, since students may focus on one value 
or range first and not save space for all the data. If only pencils are available, and not color media, students can use 
different patterns or symbols of shading to represent different areas.

Students should be encouraged to complete their designs fairly quickly (approximately 15 minutes). Ask them to 
think of questions about the data that their drawing would be useful in answering and help them check to see 
whether it supports that analysis.

Step 3. Peer Review

After the students are through drawing their visualizations, divide them into small groups. Ask students to interpret 
each others’ visualizations within the group, deciding what each visualization is intended to communicate. How easy 
is it for students to understand the intent of the visualization, and what the colors represent? What design choices 
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were helpful in communicating the data? What design choices might have offered better communication? Give 
students the opportunity to make modifications after this discussion, if needed, to improve their visualizations.

Step 4. Class Discussion

Bring the class together for a discussion of what makes a good visualization. If time allows, invite individual students 
to present their visualization or one they looked at within their group, and to say what aspects of the design made it 
easier or more difficult to understand. This discussion is a good opportunity to link the general tool of visualization 
to the data that students will  be working with and to discuss how visualizations can make that data easier  to 
understand.
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DRAW YOUR OWN VISUALIZATION  
Work Sheet 

In this activity, you will draw a visualization of something that interests you, using colors and a blank 
map. A visualization is a picture that makes a set of data easier to understand and may help you to 
recognize patterns within it. It is up to you to decide what data you want to communicate in this 
visualization. This worksheet will step you through the process of designing a visualization.  

Remember, your design choices can make it easy or difficult for someone else to understand your 
visualization! 

1. What is the purpose of your visualization?  
For example, you might want to show temperature patterns across a region, or the average 
height of trees in different regions. Write the purpose of your visualization here. 

✦ On your blank map, give your visualization a title that communicates its purpose. 

2. What geographic area is being covered by your visualization?  
Examples are: the whole Pacific Ocean; a chain of islands; your hometown. Write down the area 
your visualization covers here, and make sure you have a blank map that shows the correct 
region of the world. 

3. Data that are numbers are called numeric; data that are categories are called categorical. Are 
your data numbers or categories? (circle one below) 

NUMBERS           CATEGORIES 
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4. For numeric data: 

A. What are the units of measure (e.g., degrees Celsius, height in meters)? 

B. What ranges will you show?  
Remember, a range groups similar data together by color so that patterns are easier to see. If 
you are mapping temperature, you may use ranges like -20 C̊ to 0 C̊ and 0 C̊ to 20 C̊.  

For categorical data: 

C. What values will you show?  
For example, if you are showing ecosystems, values might include desert or rainforest. Write 
down the values you will show. 

5. Choose the colors you will use to represent each range or value. Write a description of the 
color scheme you picked and say why you picked it. 
Remember that it helps to use colors that mean something about the data (e.g., red for hot or 
green for forest) or that help illustrate a particular pattern (e.g., temperatures close to each other 
have similar colors). 

✦ On your map, create a legend that shows each range or value, and the color you will use. 

6. Draw your visualization. Now pretend that you have never seen this visualization before. 
Would you be able to figure it out? Is everything clearly labeled and drawn? Revise your 
visualization if necessary.  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LOCAL ECOLOGICAL 
KNOWLEDGE & CULTURE 

Activity #3 

Chamorros and Carolinians are distinctly different peoples who have lived alongside one another in the CNMI 
since the 19th century. Historically they were skilled mariners, fishermen, hunters and horticulturalists. Their strong 
oral traditions evidenced in stories, songs, legends and rituals indicated deep spiritual connections to their lands and 
surrounding environment. Their collective beliefs together with observations and conclusions about processes in 
nature contributed to the theories and rules they applied on a daily 
basis to successfully support subsistence lifestyles. Not all of this rich 
knowledge has survived the successive occupation of the region by 
outside entities—Spain (c. 1667-1898), Germany (c. 1899-1914), Japan 
(c.  1914-1944)  and  the  United  States  following  World  War  II—
however,  cultural  and  language  revitalization  efforts  remain 
important goals for today’s Chamorro and Carolinian youth.

Recently,  local  Chamorro and Carolinian elders  reflected on their 
personal experiences with significant weather events in general and 
with  Typhoon  Soudelor  in  particular,  and  talked  about  the 
importance of continuing to preserve the unique local environmental 
knowledge of the Mariana Islands. They saw in these discussions a 
two-fold  opportunity:  (1)  a  chance  to  determine  how Indigenous 
knowledge about catastrophic events accumulated over time could 
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Though many people in the community have 
moved away from some of the defining 
communal practices followed in the past, the 
devastating consequences of Typhoon 
Soudelor have caused them to resurrect those 
collaborative skills in order to respond.   

I believe that the typhoon is telling us 
something—that whatever we wish 
for is not as important as our culture
—in sharing, cooperation etc. 
according to our traditions.
—Lino M. Olopai, Carolinian



be used  to  adapt  and survive  in  today’s  world,  and (2)  a 
chance to identify ways to integrate this local Indigenous 
knowledge with formal science education.

Organizing learning outside the classroom is an approach 
that  is  ripe  for  bringing  about  this  kind  of  integration. 
Outdoor learning labs, land restoration projects, and sites 
of  cultural  significance  come  to  mind.  Formal  science 
activities  can  be  embedded  in  the  matrix  of  living  local 
knowledge that can unite sociocultural practices, heritage 
language and traditional lifeways, while building meaningful 
relationships  with  elders  and  other  community  members 
who  wish  to  pass  on  essential  local  cultural  and 
environmental knowledge.

For the upcoming generation to actively respond to these 
changes,  it  is  essential  that  today’s  learners  gain  science 
understandings that incorporate Indigenous knowledge and 
applied problem solving, so that they can help address the 

adverse impacts of climate change.  Young learners urgently 
need to be prepared to meet these challenges; Indigenous knowledge provides context-embedded perspectives to 
inform and inspire creative solution designs for the region.

(Chamorro) Put esti na situasion yan mås, manmana’fañåonåo i manmenhalum na Chamorro yan Carolinian para u mafotma i 
tiningu’-ñiha put i tinilaikan i tempu siha kosa ki siña u inayuda i prugråman iskuela ni chumilung yan i kutturan Chamorro yan 
Carolinian—yan lokkui’, put para u ma’onra yan u mana’danña’ esti na tiningu’ put i tinilaikan i tempu yan i tiningu’ ginin i 
mannuebu na istudiu put i tinilaikan i tempu siha giya Marianas, Pasifiku, yan i pumalu siha na lugåt gi tanu’. Ginin esti na 
kinimprendi yan tiningu’ siha na sempri maninayuda i manmamaila’  na hinerasion para u fanlistu fumåna’ i  ira siha ginin i 
tinilaikan i tempu siha. I tiningu’ i manmenhalum put åntis na kinimprendi put i tanu’, i tasi yan i kuttura, ha fanunu’i chålan 
para u såfu' mo’na i lina’la’ tåotåo gi manmamaila na tempu.

(Carolinian) Atel ighila me atel kka re mwemmweteló mmwal nge rebwe repiyal meeta mwóghutughut kka a ghil liiwel ló me 
rebwe akkabwung lóll yaar science me rebwe repiya kkósch reel problemaka a kke ghula ghiisch aramasal falúw me liwel fetál atol-
ráál reel climate change. Re bwal reepiya ghatchúw re bwe faisúl yar malaw ngare e ghal ghola ngawal ráál me fféirúl falúw
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In the past Micro Beach was a popular location for cultural 
activity. Now, coastal erosion is so extensive that there is 
literally no room to hold community gatherings for the 
purpose of ceremony and other heritage practices.  

I always loved walking on Micro Beach, 
which used to be out there hundreds of feet. 
Twice recently the walkway got washed 
away. More and more we are losing our land 
that way. What have I done to bring this to 
the attention of the teachers? What are we 
doing to help our kids be mindful of climate 
change, weathering, erosion, typhoons, the 
water?  
—Jackie A. Quitugua, Chamorro



Sample Lesson 3: Local Place Names 

This lesson is designed to help students learn place names, a critical component of local environmental knowledge 
and an invaluable source of information in all cultures. We may expect local students to know and use dozens of 
local place names in their everyday life. It may be great fun for them to compile lists or maps of local place names 
and explore their  environmental  meanings.  Otherwise, we risk introducing yet another curriculum that is far 
removed from the realities of kids' existence that we are trying hard to avoid

Purpose 
The purposes of this lesson are to provide students with opportunities to learn local Chamorro/Carolinian words 
and to explore and learn about their environment from a local perspective.

Overview 
Through conversation with Elders,  students  learn the ways  that  Indigenous knowledge may be integrated into 
education. 

Student Outcomes 
Students  learn  the  Chamorro/Carolinian  language,  demonstrating  understanding  through  non-verbal  action, 
repetition, or response in English. Students learn to identify features of the local natural environment and cultural 
practices of the locals and how these practices conserve the natural environment. 

Time 

One 45-minute class period

Materials  
• Guidebook of local flora, fauna, and other features of the natural environment

• Paper, clipboard, pens/pencils for making field observations; camera

NGSS Alignment

Science & 
Engineering 
Practices

• Asking questions  
• Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information

Disciplinary 
Core Ideas

• Biodiversity describes the variety of species found in Earth’s terrestrial and oceanic ecosystems. 
The completeness or integrity of an ecosystem’s biodiversity is often used as a measure of its 
health. (LS2.C) 

• Changes in biodiversity can influence humans’ resources, such as food, energy, and medicines, as 
well as ecosystem services that humans rely on (LS4.D)

Crosscutting 
Concepts

Systems and System Model: A system can be described in terms of its components and their 
interactions.
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Preparation 
Invite a local Elder to provide information about the local flora, fauna, geologic formations, bodies of water, etc., 
and to participate in your environmental walk – or to visit your class to talk to students prior to the walk. It is a 
good idea to try to invite a Chamorro/Carolinian speaker to accompany the students on the walk to discuss relevant 
culture as they come across points of interest/significance.

Prepare flashcards or a chart of Chamorro names of local places for your students. Ask your visitor to provide the 
Chamorro words and spell them correctly. Wait until your visitor models how to say them before asking students to 
repeat them.

Plan your environmental walk. 

What To Do and How To Do It 

On the day of your environmental walk, before the walk, ask the whole class to discuss the senses you want students 
to use to discover details of the environment. When participating in the walk students can perceive: touch, smell, 
hearing and sight. Discuss what is required and how the walk will be conducted.

Introduce your visitor, the local Elder – and students may welcome him/her. Ask the Elder to discuss the significance 
of the site of the environmental walk to the locals, and to introduce Chamorro names of places and names of 
interesting natural features which are found in the area – and discuss these with students. Ask students to repeat 
Chamorro words until the Elder is satisfied with pronunciation.

During the walk, ask students to identify the plants, trees, birds, animals (if there are any), and other features of the 
natural environment. In a notebook or on a clipboard, ask students to write down what they observed. Students can 
make drawings, take photographs, make movies, etc., while on the walk.

After the walk – in the classroom as a whole class, ask small groups to present their observations. Ask the Elder to 
participate in the whole class discussion, to describe other flora, fauna, and natural features which used to be in the 
area but are no longer found there. Ask the Elder to discuss reasons that these things have vanished and how the 
disappearance (or emergence) of a plant or natural feature has an effect on other living or non-living things in the 
environment. 

Idea for a follow-up lesson

Students select aspects of the learning experience (traditional significance of site; traditional flora and/or fauna; 
modern development of site; etc.) to prepare a presentation for other classes in the school. Presentations may take 
any form – spoken, written, multimedia, song, etc.
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Resources 
GLOBE website:  http://globe.gov 

e-training on atmosphere: https://www.globe.gov/get-trained/protocol-etraining/etraining-modules/16867642/12267 

Next Generation Science Standards DCI Arrangements: https://www.nextgenscience.org 

Developing Coherent Storylines of NGSS Lessons: http://www.nextgenstorylines.org 

NASA related to NGSS Resources on Earth and Human Activity: http://nasawavelength.org/list/1782 

Finkbeiner, A. (2015, September 14). “The Great Quake and the Great Drowning,” Hakai Magazine, accessed 
November 6, 2017 at https://www.bit.ly/1VZaBqR 

Pacific islands Climate Education Partnership: http://pcep.prel.org 
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One elder reminded us that just as community members must respond to the negative consequences of a storm, resilience 
comes alive as well: 

In some sense, acceptance of what happens in the aftermath of storms helps us to not only cope with 
the damage, but to join with nature in the renewal of life and to cooperate with nature and with 
community members for continued survival. We can make the best of what happened. For example, 
[during Soudelor] a very tall coconut tree fell and landed on a cut tree trunk. We decided to keep the 
coconut tree for as long as it could survive. We were happy that we could more easily reach and pick 
the young coconuts. Another example: A big mango tree fell down. We cut most of the branches out 
and kept the main tree trunk and used is as a natural log for planting flowers around it and on top of 
it, with the log decorating the yard.
—Manny Borja, Chamorro
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